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TREES ARE AMAZING
by Jon Stokes, The Tree Council

Sweet chestnut at Bewdley, Worcestershire

Many of our readers are familiar with Jon, as he has guided and supported this group for
its entire existence. None however will have seen him more passionate than he was at our
AGM meeting at The Polo Club, Cirencester on 1st October 2016.
For those of you who are less familiar with Jon's professional life, whilst the Tree Council is
based in London, Jon resides on the south coast. He therefore covers vast distances in
attending events such as this, many involving early morning starts and late evening returns
to home. It was his journey up to Gloucestershire on this Saturday morning which helped
ratchet up a normally enthusiastic man into a state of considerable emotion. Jon well
knew the make-up of the Cotswold's treescape and on his way up country he saw enough
signs to cause considerable concern - the state of the Ash population.

In his presentation Jon however was keen to enthuse his audience with the wonder and
importance of trees. There is plenty for Tree Wardens to do and we need to retain existing
ones and encourage new ones to join in.
With suitable visual accompaniment, he started with a catalogue of some of the most
amazing trees: the oldest - the Bristlecone pine, at some 6,400 years; the tallest Hyperion, a Coast redwood, at some 379 feet; the largest (by volume) - General Sherman,
a giant sequoia. All of those are situated in the USA. In Britain, the oldest is the Fortingall
Yew in Perthshire, some 5,000 years old. Britain's largest by volume is probably Seven
Sisters, in Kent, a clump of seven Sweet chestnut.
Now Jon turned his attention to Tree
Wardens. The Tree Council, already well
established, instigated the Tree Warden
Scheme in 1990 in the wake of the damage
caused by the storms of 1987. It looked to
Tree Wardens to do four main tasks:- be a
local champion; protect TPO'ed trees; find
out what you have in your area - make a
record; and, do something practical, e.g.
planting.
The Tree Council and local Tree Warden
organisers provide much information and
training. Two important messages to take
on board are 'plant the right tree in the right
place' and remembering to provide planted
trees with aftercare. It can be said that the
'Plant a Tree in 73' campaign failed
because once planted, many trees were
simply left to look after themselves. This
includes a common failing of leaving
protective tubes in place. They encourage
build up of soil, grasses etc and can kill the
tree. If not of the modern degradable Tree Wardens can watch out for examples like
variety they should generally be removed this where trees in areas of development are not
after about three years.
properly protected during building works.
One useful function for Tree Wardens is helping people to understand trees and their
surroundings. For instance, it is a common belief that ivy kills trees, whereas it is actually
only using the tree as a support and, anyway, often thrives on trees which are already
ailing. Jon had two photos of a tree, taken 19 years apart, showing the tree not to have
suffered any notable further decline due to its 'visitor'. Of course, the ivy may hide either
visual attractiveness of an ornamental tree or damage in an ailing host, in which cases,
control may still be called for.
Jon then told of a number of trees which had been 'discovered' by Tree Wardens. These
included the wonderful Sweet chestnut at Bewdley, Worcestershire, shown on page one.
Tree Wardens can encourage the community to get involved, e.g. by organising walks,
which may include foraging. With the pressure on food resources to feed an increasing
population, the Tree Council has recently been promoting the value of hedgerows, which
have for years been neglected by most as a food source. There is a useful website for
anyone interested at :
http://www.hedgerowharvest.org.uk/About-Us

Not least among food sources found in hedgerows is of course the apple. Tree Wardens
can also get involved in setting up orchards, with apples and many other trees community orchards have become quite popular in recent years and are a great way to get
involved socially as well as providing an edible end product. Not everyone however will
manage to produce the amazing tree which Jon showed a photo of, a tree in West Sussex
which has been grafted with 380 different apple varieties!
One Tree Warden in Sussex was able to prevent a commercial development going ahead
due to his discovery in woodland of three rare bat species, including the Alcathoe, new to
the UK and now our 17th species.
Jon returned to tree care, stressing the importance to them of watering and feeding
(fertiliser). He used examples from the continent, especially Denmark, of current practices
with urban trees which are now spreading slowly here. Again, Tree Wardens can play a
part.
Inevitably Jon had to talk about Ash dieback. It was first identified in the UK in
Ashwellthorpe, Norfolk - by a Tree Warden!
The symptoms have been well covered elsewhere, millions of spores per leaf which
spread so easily. Gloucestershire is/will be badly affected due to the high percentage of
Ash in the county. We can do no better to highlight the issue facing us than to reproduce
here Jon's slide:

Jon himself has been tasked with producing a national plan to deal with Ash dieback, with
4 key points to address: awareness, planning, action and recovery. Action will involve
much felling under the Health and Safety banner. Jon's message was that Tree Wardens
will be utterly invaluable in the recovery period. How we manage it will determine the
future of the Cotswold landscape. We need to look at the species to plant including nonnative ones. However Ash dieback came from one tree from the Urals - where we get our
trees from is crucial.
Tree Wardens will be needed to replace trees in the landscape, towns, villages and
countryside. As people see the 'view' changing others will get on board. A People's
Charter for trees is being drawn up to prioritise actions and requirements. Tree Wardens
can and will be an active part of the process.
-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-oAfter lunch and the AGM our group braved the somewhat inclement weather conditions
and set out on foot to look at some of the trees which grace the impressive parkland. We
did not have to go far to find an ash sapling which showed sorry signs of wilt. Just across
the polo field we could see another Ash. Jon pointed out the tell-tale signs - a thinned
crown; on the lower portion before the branches started a patch of regrowth; very little
foliage inside the canopy. It couldn't be said for certain that this tree is suffering from Ash
dieback, but it shows all the classic symptoms which are being seen across the landscape.
Having passed one of the
Beech stands with mats
spread across the ground to
catch seed, we came upon
an Oak which, though in
plentiful leaf had suffered
some sort of accident. One
side of a significant trunk was
missing. We considered the
likely cause - was it lightning
perhaps, or an attack by
some fungus? Whatever the
cause, it represents a key
biodiversity site, with the
potential for being a home for
rare insects, as well as larger
tenants. Should anything be
done about it? It is in the
open, so if it isn't a hazard,
then leave it be to fulfil a
useful role in the balance of
the parkland.

A far from healthy Ash

On our route back to our base we came across a further Oak, a substantial specimen,
clearly of a significant age. Jon explained that this beautiful old tree was growing in a
situation where it has maximised its opportunity. Grown in an open area, its substantial
branches start quite low to the ground, indicating that it hadn't had to fight for canopy
space. By not managing the ground around it, it had had chance to spread its roots, the
soil, not compressed, a further benefit for it to thrive. A beefsteak fungus on the trunk was
helpful for the tree, Jon pointed out. This is because it is a heartwood remover. As it
removes the dead wood from the middle of the tree, the weight of the tree is reduced. This
is turn reduces the likelihood of other bits snapping off and damaging the tree.

Unmaintained ground such as this can be a benefit to a tree's wellbeing

Once everyone had dried out, we hope all returned home enthusiastic and keen for further
involvement with trees and the Tree Warden Scheme.
If anyone reading this is not already a Tree Warden, would you like to get involved? If so
contact Ann Jones, details on the last page.
Thanks are due to Diane Cresswell for her notes taken of the details of Jon's morning
presentation and to Anne Milner for taking the photos on the afternoon walk including the
last two above of Ash and Oak.

TREES : LOCAL PROVENANCE – ORIGINS UNKNOWN
by Ted Green
While the arguments for the use of local provenance are well reasoned and credible it is
perhaps worth exploring some of the possible natural methods for transportation of tree
seed - aerial, aquatic and terrestrial.
One of the most obvious methods of natural dispersal to consider must be the aerial
transportation of seeds by birds. There are in fact a whole host of examples where it is
obvious that trees such as holly, hawthorn and elderflower growing beneath other trees
have been deposited by birds perching on limbs above. Another example might be the
colonisation by vegetation on recently created islands after volcanic eruptions. While some
seeds do arrive on the ‘tides’, as it were, many of the plant seeds would never have
survived even short periods in salt water. It is much easier to envisage birds flying
distances transporting seeds with hard outer coatings resistant to being broken down in
their digestive system. One could also assume that with seeds such as acorns and beech
mast, birds would soon begin to break them down. However there is evidence that birds
are capable of retaining such seeds in their crops in a perfect condition and this could best
be explained, in general terms. There are two types of seeds – seeds with fleshy outer fruit
coating or aril [berries] eaten by the bird for food, but with a hard indigestible layer around
the actual seed like a hazel nut, hawthorn and cherry. Other seeds or nuts are more likely
to eventually get ground up in the bird’s crop [Siskin on alder, redpoll on birch, acorn and
beech mast by jay or woodpigeon]. Alternatively a predator kills a bird and the contents of
the crop are disregarded and this could also apply to birds eating fleshy fruit seeds.
I believe there is an assumption that has often been made, that is 'local birds eat local
seeds'. But if one considers that birds can be termed ‘highly mobile and exploiters of food
supplies’ then there are numerous examples to support this phrase. For example birds
when on migration pausing for perhaps a brief period, depositing seed of perhaps several
species of tree and shrub.
Also from communal roosts it is quite possible for birds to fly off several kilometres in
opposite directions from the roost sites. For example an enormous raven roost has been
found on Anglesey and numbers there have now reached such proportions that there is
speculation about the origins of some birds, including that some have come from as far
afield as Southeast Scotland. So seeds can be brought into the roost from over the nonbreeding area which can be a very large collection area. Equally seeds can also be
excreted whilst flying to and from the roost site, but the bird is killed or dies before the
seed is ground up and the corpse decomposes.
Additionally, if they were local birds dispersing randomly during the day or migratory birds
spending perhaps only one or two nights before moving on. In the case of the wood
pigeon which often migrates over night it could be for just a few hours. If they were
migrating birds and in Poland, with its much colder winters, it is quite possible these birds
could have flown a fair distance in 8 hours flying at say 50 km per hour i.e. 400 km.
Wood pigeons migrate annually to Britain in millions every autumn from such countries as
Denmark [beech area], N Germany, and the Netherlands. Therefore it is quite possible for
at least some of these to have acorn, beech mast, ash and sycamore keys undigested in
their crops.
One winter a while back the radio reported over 1000 waxwings had arrived one morning
on the Suffolk and Essex coast. Waxwings are obvious berry eaters so how many were
still carrying viable Holly, Rowan and mistletoe berries in their crops? - presumably from
either the Netherlands or Belgium.

"Bombycilla
garrulus
Bohemian
waxwing"
by
Randen
Pederson
is
licensed under
CC BY-SA 2.0

In Poland we did a transect across a 15-20 year old Scots Pine forestry plantation that had
been thinned for the first time within the last 12 months. We found young plants of
Hawthorn, Rowan, Beech, Oak Spindle, Holly, Crab apple, Ivy, Hornbeam, Sycamore and
Rosehip growing after presumably germinating due to increased light conditions.

Spindle tree
"Euonymus europaeus " by Meneerke bloem is licensed under CC BY 2.5

The transect was about 500 m in length across the plantation and many of the species
recorded (both windblown species - such as ash, sycamore, or heavy seed species - such
as oak and beech) could not be found on the perimeter or adjacent to the plantation. It
should be remembered that many tree seeds are only viable during the following season.
Therefore in 20 years if this was the first possible occasion that tree and shrub seed could
germinate and perhaps no seed could lie dormant for this length of time, it must be
concluded that roosting birds transported the seeds.

Perhaps we should also consider pollen? How far can pollen be transported by winds in a
viable state. These days why not on vehicles, aeroplanes or travellers clothing? Very few
European capital cities are less than three hours away. Why not in the plumage of
migrating birds? We know that citrus pollen has been recorded from around the bills of
warblers in the spring migration up Europe from Africa. Some butterflies and moths can
migrate quite early in the summer too.
The terrestrial movement of trees and tree seeds by man is well documented and we
believe was already happening in Roman times. For example, the popularly held belief is
that Sweet Chestnut was introduced by the Romans. If the Romans introduced the tree,
was it seed or young trees or a mixture of both? I include young trees in my question
because by the reign of Charles II 1625 this was obviously happening at Windsor :
‘As Charles II gradually reassumed the Great Park, the rate of planting by the Crown was
greatly increased. Both native and imported stock was used. In December 1674 the
Customs commissioners were ordered to deliver to William Chiffinch [Keeper of the King’s
Closet] “two chests of trees and seed now coming from France for the King’s plantation in
Windsor”. The nature and location of this plantation is not known but it is likely to have
been situated in the vicinity of the new Ranger’s Lodge, in the south eastern area of the
Little Park.’
English Oak has a great concentration and great range of age class, from 1000 years old
to an acorn, giving an incredible biological continuity, Windsor is now considered the most
important site in the oak’s world range. But from a complete survey of the oaks at Windsor
it is quite possible that many of the mature oaks are King Charles II Frenchmen. We have
also assumed that the incredible biological diversity contained in the oaks over 400 years
old has or will eventually transfer to the French oak, but will we ever know?
A tree can best be described as ‘an individually unique and dynamic support system for
fungi’. Fungi live in the tree in the sapwood, in the heartwood, in the roots and on the roots
– they are the tree and are fundamental to the tree. Again, popular belief is that the tree is
the host to the fungi, but the Fungal Kingdom is known to be nearer the Animal Kingdom
than plants. Many fungi never die - they are perhaps the planet’s oldest living organisms.
At present they are also our largest living organism. So can we really say the tree is the
host? Should it really be that the fungi are the hosts to the tree?
So, back to importing young trees, which almost certainly have already received a good
assemblage of fungi from the area where they were grown. Should we ask, are these
fungal assemblages associated with the tree right for their new locality? Charles II 1674
oaks are a good example. Some might say that if some of them had reached 360 years
that this is reassuring but will any of these trees reach 500 years old or 1000 years old in
Britain, like some of their British counterparts.
The co-evolutionary link between our oaks and the jay are well known and documented
(Vera 2000). It also appears that jays prefer to collect acorns from the canopy while still on
the tree. This is presumably because it is not only much safer than searching in the open
on the ground, but acorns infected by the beetle actually are the first to drop to the ground
anyway. Jays also prefer to bury acorns in the open on the ground away from trees and
scrub, again presumably because of far less threat of ambush from a predator. There is
also far less chance of other animals and birds finding acorns, which are a distance from
any oak canopy. It is remarkable to find that the jay is considered as vermin in the UK
while in France and Germany it is a protected species. There are several examples of
other members of the crow family burying tree seed e.g. azure winged magpie in Spain
and Portugal with evergreen oak species acorns, nutcracker in mountainous regions of
Europe and the boreal zone where it collects several tree seeds such as beech, oak,
hazel, Norway spruce but especially arolla pine. In North America the blue jay is linked

with oak species, the scrub jay with evergreen oak species and the pinion jay with pinion
pine.
There are other questions and factors concerning seed dispersal that might add to the
ongoing debate. In the UK it is generally recognised that oak trees produce acorns every
other year.
Also, some trees will produce some acorns that will germinate early in the autumn and put
down the radicle which often pulls the acorns down into the soil and leaf litter. Some
acorns can remain dormant until the spring of the next year. Others have a staggered
germination throughout the winter, depending on the conditions. Is this staggered
germination a genetic adaptation for survival or different flowers being fertilised by several
trees? If so, how far has some of the pollen travelled? (DNA "pollen rain")
The river Elbe is at least 1000 kms long. It flows through several countries within the
natural range of both oak species. Within Germany, along the mediaeval dike on the flood
plain side of the river, there are oak trees of different ages. Presumably the acorns arrive
wedged in the flood wrack and deposited along the bottom of the dike. Viable acorns are
heavy and sink in water, therefore any acorn being transported in water must have had
some means of support to move any distance. This support must be incredibly variable
and random but could be in a dense mat of plant matter with leaves and other floating
debris, still attached to a fallen limb or whole tree, or as seen on several occasions on
large European rivers on a floating island of living vegetation, presumably caused by bank
erosion or landslip. If heavy seed such as acorns can be transported in fresh water,
perhaps very great distances, then presumably seeds of far less weight that float have a
greater chance of transportation over even greater distances. Alder for example is reputed
to only survive and germinate in moist bare mud or silt very close to the water's edge.
Therefore if we have seeds that could have been transported over 1000 kms from their
parent and other seed being distributed along the whole length of the river, should we be
saying that all the trees of whatever species (but especially alder) along the total length of
the river are local provenance?

A BRIEF HISTORY OF TREES IN BRITAIN
by Guy Watson - Certhia Consulting
(his presentation to Conference last July)

The last glaciation, about 10 million years
ago, saw the majority of trees disappear
under snow and ice north of a line from
Dover to Bristol. Some trees were able to
survive in the far south west. As the ice
retreated there was a short period where
trees could re-colonise and man, as he was
then, also moved a few useful species.
However, this period of re-colonisation
stopped when the land bridge severed and
the country as we know it today separated
from the rest of the continent. The trees that
were there then are now our natives.
We really do not have many - only 33
principal species - but some trees, for
example, Whitebeam, have some very
individual microspecies that could be
referred to as native. Of our natives, only
three - Scots pine, Yew and Juniper - are
conifers, the rest are broadleaves. There
has always been debate whether Sycamore
is truly native but most accept is has been in
the country for a very long time and it may
well be native to Scotland. English elm is
not native and again there is debate about
where this originated. There are no Elms on
the continental edge of Europe and no
pollen record for them before the formation
of the country, before the land bridge
severed.
The
Romans
brought Walnut and
Sweet chestnut for
food
and
the
Normans
started
parklands
and
managed forests as
part of the creation
of deer parks.
These were labourintensive areas and
were
hard
to
manage but were
the start of the
estates
and
landscapes that we
know today.
Sweet chestnut at Lydney Park, Gloucestershire

Deer parks fell out of fashion but a resurgence, brought about by Henry VIII's use of them
as Royal hunting forests, secured them. These were further enhanced by the emergence
of the picturesque designed landscapes of Repton and ‘Capability’ Brown. Whilst these
landscapes swept away some elements of the landform, the designers recognised the
need to incorporate existing older trees to give an established appearance.
The fashion for new trees
sponsored the plant hunters,
E.H. Wilson - ‘Chinese Wilson’
- from Chipping Campden (go
and see his garden if you are
there*), David Douglas and
Archibald
Menzies
(both
Scottish gentlemen), along
with many others, brought a
huge number of new trees and
exotic species into the country
and gave the UK the most
diverse tree population.

Douglas Fir - Pseudotsuga menziesii

The feudal system and fact that the country has not been invaded since the Norman
Conquest has enabled ancient trees to survive. The country is now blessed with a
significant number of truly ancient trees, most of which are also veteran. There are trees
which have associations with some very specific insects and higher order animals, lichens,
fungi and bird life. The fungi recycle the inner, heartwood area allowing those elements to
be returned for re-use, aerial roots often develop within the centre of these trees to exploit
that resource - a true partnership and example that maybe the human race could learn
from.
Trees can have a very long term cycle. Some trees perhaps follow the old adage that
Oaks grow for 300 years, live for 300 years and decline for 300 years. In the height of the
last property boom the general length of time between moving house was less than 2
years. Everything is now - the Internet delivery phenomenon has allowed us to order one
day and have guaranteed delivery the next - everything is instant. We must recognise the
length of time it takes trees to adapt, to change to new environments, to grow and develop.
Our trees need the respect that you, as Tree Wardens, can help to promote.
Thank you, for your time and dedication.
*Ernest Wilson Memorial Garden, High Street, Chipping Campden, Gloucestershire GL55 6AF.

BOOK REVIEW
BLISS IRISES: FAMILY AND FLOWERS: THE JOURNEY TO A NATIONAL
COLLECTION
Written to explain the background context and the content of the Bliss Iris National
Collection, this book does what you’d expect; it celebrates Bliss Irises. Anne Milner
achieves this celebration while going at a cracking pace and by including interesting
stories about the Bliss family history, (Milner’s maiden name being Bliss). Her intimate and
deep knowledge of the subject is brought to life with colour and warmth both of which
prevent what could easily be a dry, scholarly work from ever becoming so. However, don’t
be fooled, this is no vanity project; it’s a detailed and painstakingly researched body of
work that is both entertaining and informative thus providing a good read for the mildly
interested or the enthusiastic connoisseur. Indeed, Bliss Irises: Family and Flowers could
provide a blue-print for anyone wondering what it takes to build and maintain a national
plant collection. The plentiful illustrations thoroughly inform and illuminate the text and of
particular interest are the captivating water colours painted by Fern Harden.
The first section of the book which illustrates the Bliss family history gives a fascinating
and engrossing introduction to the following section, which describes how the author built
the Bliss Iris National Collection. By the time I’d reached the third, more technical, section I
found myself being genuinely interested in the detail and provenance of the individual
plants.
Overall, a very warm-hearted, modest account of significant achievements by a single
family that have lead to a book that’ll appeal just as much to the casual reader as to the
professional plant breeder.
Geoffrey Carr, garden designer. Gloucestershire.
By: Anne Milner
Published by: Matador
Price: £14.99
ISBN: 978 1785892 981

THE WAY THE WIND BLOWS

Admittedly this view is not in the Cotswolds. However we thought readers may like to
consider the effort trees have to make to eke out an existence in a difficult environment. It
is easy to see which way the wind blows here. The reason is that these trees lie just yards
from the Jurassic Coast of Dorset, beyond the green horizon. The 'tiny stick' just to the
right of the smaller tree is in fact Thorncombe Beacon.

GEOFF'S GARDENING CORNER
What’s Wrong With Ivy?
OK, let’s face it, Ivy has a bad reputation - mainly for growing into house gutters, brickwork
and underneath the roof tiles. Oh, and also for growing up trees and pulling them down in
high winds. But there’s no need to ban ivy from our gardens altogether. The pictures of ivy
shown here illustrate how it can be used in many very effective and attractive ways. Ivy
has many differing leaf colours, shapes and textures, it grows anywhere, is evergreen,
nectar rich and therefore good for helping out with the dwindling population of pollinating
insects.

COMMUNITY ORCHARD DAYS

Family groups were prominent at the public picking event in October

This year saw our sixth Community Orchard “Pick You Own” weekend (started 2011, but
missing 2012 due to lack of a crop). By courtesy once again of Frank and Marilyn Gardner,
who also distributed much of the publicity, we opened the gate to Barton House Orchard at
10 a.m.on Saturday 8th October. When it closed at 4 p.m. the next day, we had recorded
our biggest yet attendance, with only a couple of occasions when no one was picking and,
despite having extra apple catchers for those harder to reach beauties we often ran out.
We are getting to know regulars who watch out for notification of the event as well as
meeting lots of new people. And when we closed there was still a decent quantity of
apples remaining from a bumper crop. Group funds benefitted from generous voluntary
donations.

BATSFORD ARBORETUM
Winter at Batsford Arboretum
Winter is a spectacular time to visit the Arboretum; wrap up warm and meander along
paths beside frozen streams and ponds and take in the views across the stunning
Cotswold countryside. Weather permitting, you’ll see ‘January Gold’ daffodils from late
December, followed by drifts of beautiful Snowdrops, Aconites, Crocuses and Hellebores.
Our fantastic selection of Norway and Nordmann Spruce Christmas trees are now
available, plus holly, mistletoe and beautiful handmade wreaths. We’ve got some lovely
Christmas decorations to choose from too and our gift and garden shops are stocked up
with plenty of ideas for stocking fillers.
Our annual season tickets make ideal Christmas gifts too, they’re great value at just £30
(or £27 for concessions (65+)), giving year-round access to our beautiful Arboretum and a
number of other great benefits. Gift vouchers for our garden centre and café are also
available.
We’re open every day except Christmas Day over the festive period and, as usual, we will
be offering a free glass of mulled wine to Arboretum visitors on Boxing Day when we’re
open between 10am and 3pm.
We wish you all a very peaceful Christmas and a very Happy New Year.
Batsford Arboretum & Garden Centre
Batsford, Nr. Moreton-in-Marsh,
Gloucestershire, GL56 9AD
01386 701441
www.batsarb.co.uk

We are open every day from 10amto 5 pm
- 55 acres of breathtaking trees and wild garden - Freshly-baked food in the Garden Terrace Café - Beautiful, quality plants, gifts & garden sundries - Expert gardening advice - Unique, shabby chic interior design ideas from the Applestore - Family fun in the Cotswold Falconry Centre -

THE EARL BATHURST
We are pleased to hear that our President, The Earl Bathurst, is now at
home recuperating following his long, serious illness. His recovery will
take a long time but we wish him well and look forward to him being
able to rejoin us at our meetings in due course.

COTSWOLD TREE WARDEN GROUP - FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Here are preliminary details of 2017 events arranged so far:
Please note that there is a contribution of £2 per person for each event (unless otherwise
stated) to assist towards group costs.
Saturday 25thFebruary 2017 – Hedgelaying
Mike Hartnell will again be leading the day as we return to Ditchford (near Moreton-inMarsh). A further chance to hone your skills or an opportunity for those without previous
experience to find out the basics. A donation requested of £5 for Tree Wardens and £10
for other attendees.
Thursday 2nd March 2017 - Orchard Training Day at Barton House Orchard,
Cirencester.
Dave Kaspar, of Day’s Cottage, Brookthorpe is our regular trainer. This beautiful old
orchard is an ideal setting to learn or be reminded of the principles of fruit tree
maintenance, concentrating mainly on apples. It is also a chance to help breathe new life
into some of the old stock here. The introduction plus your packed lunch will be taken
indoors, courtesy of our hosts Frank and Marilyn Gardner. The subsidised cost for this day
is £10.
Wednesday 5th April 2017 – Evening talk by Andrew Smith, Director of Westonbirt
Arboretum
This is a further joint meeting with the Royal Forestry Society to be held at the Council
Chamber, Cotswold District Council Offices, Cirencester. We are fortunate to have as our
speaker Andrew Smith who will be giving an illustrated presentation based on what New
England can teach ‘old’ England. Tea/coffee and cake will be served prior to the talk.
May 2017 - May Walk
Another evening visit to an interesting property not normally open to the public. Precise
date and venue will be confirmed later.
June? 2017 – Conference
We are currently looking at a programme for a further day conference, open to all. June is
the most likely option and further details will be released as available.
September 2017 – Tree Council Regional Forum
As part of our celebrations for the 20th anniversary of the Cotswold Tree Warden Group we
will be hosting another full day event on a Saturday in September. Further details to
follow.
October 2017 – Community Orchard Days
We wouldn’t be forgiven if we didn’t arrange our regular ‘pick your own apples’ event at
Barton House Orchard. This of course is subject to a satisfactory crop. Dates to be
confirmed.

SEASON'S GREETINGS

The Cotswold Tree Warden Group would like to
extend their best wishes to all who turn the pages of
this magazine, either paper or electronic. If you are
looking at this then you are surely interested in trees.
May you have a happy and healthy Christmas
and New Year and lots of pleasure from
trees in the coming twelve months.




TREE AND LEAF
ETC.
Have you or your parish any interesting items or events which you would like to
report on in Tree and Leaf?
Have you places to visit you wish to share?

Please submit any articles to Ann Jones, either electronically to twgcotswold@yahoo.co.uk
or by post addressed to 161 Alexander Drive, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 1UQ.
Visit The Cotswold Tree Warden Group Website
http://www.cotswoldtreewardengroup.org.uk/
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